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Author’s response to reviews:

Respected Prof. Dirk Krüger
Editor-in-Chief
BMC Pulmonary Medicine

Respected Prof. Dirk Krüger,

I am sending the revised manuscript “Fluoroquinolone resistance and mutational profile of gyrA gene in pulmonary MDR tuberculosis patients" for favor of its publication in your esteemed journal, BMC Pulmonary Medicine. While revising I followed the instructions of honorable reviewer and changes are mentioned in "Red color" in the manuscript.

Response to Respected Editor

1) Editor Comments:

English editing suggested because there are still some few grammar errors thought the manuscript. Please, mark their correction in red in the revised version.
Response: Manuscript has been revised carefully to avoid error/mistakes as suggested by the honorable reviewer. The changes have been mentioned in "Red color" in the manuscript.